
In exercise of the powers conferred under Section 61 read with Sections 86 and 181 of the Electricity Act, 2003 (36 of 2003), the Commission proposes to adopt the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and Conditions for Tariff determination from Renewable Energy Sources) Regulations, 2020 and determine the levellised generic tariff for various renewable energy technologies for FY 2020-21.

A Staff Paper in this regard has been prepared and is available on the website of the Commission www.pserc.nic.in. Suggestions and objections of the stakeholders are invited on the same upto 04.09.2020. The Staff Paper does not necessarily represent the views of the Commission.

The Commission will hold a Public Hearing in this connection on 08.09.2020 at 11 AM in the office of the Commission. Persons/organizations interested in presenting their views in the matter before the Commission are invited to participate.

Sd/-
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Click here for Staff Paper